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Abstract—Beat tracking, or identifying the temporal locations
of beats in a musical recording, has a variety of applications
that range from music information retrieval to machine listening.
Algorithms designed to monitor the tempo of a musical recording
have thus far been optimized for music with relatively stable
rhythms, repetitive structures, and consistent melodies; these
algorithms typically struggle to follow the free-form nature of
improvisational music. Here, we present a multi-agent impro-
visation beat tracker (MAIBT) that addresses the challenges
posed by improvisations and compare its performance with
other state-of-the-art methods on a unique data set collected
during improvisational music therapy sessions. This algorithm
is designed for MIDI files and proceeds in four stages: (1)
preprocessing to remove notes that are timid and overlapping,
(2) clustering of the remaining notes and subsequent ranking
of the clusters, (3) agent initialization and performance-based
selection, and (4) artificial beat insertion and deletion to fill
remaining beat gaps and create a comprehensive beat sequence.
This particular method performs better than other generic beat-
tracking approaches for music that lacks regularity; it is thus well
suited to applications where unpredictability and inaccuracy are
predominant, such as in music therapy improvisation.

Index Terms—Beat Tracking, Improvisation, Multi-Agent,
MIDI Data, Music Therapy

I. INTRODUCTION

Beat tracking refers to the process of monitoring the tempo
(i.e., beats per minute) and specific timestamp of each beat in
a piece of music. The method is employed within a variety
of applications that include music information retrieval [1],
audio editing [2], and music classification [3]. Alongside these
standard applications, beat tracking also makes it possible to
analyze, understand, and improve improvisational sessions in
the context of music therapy, wherein music is performed
spontaneously by a patient without prior preparation, and
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in some cases, without prior musical experience. Even in
the latter scenario, the performance of the patient contains
information that relates to underlying affective and commu-
nicative processes that occur during music making [4]. Music
performance has, accordingly, been employed as a therapeutic
tool for more than 200 years [5], but efforts to analyze
these performances quantitatively are both relatively recent and
relatively sparse; Hunt et al. first developed a computational
database and audio player to assist music therapists in the
year 2000 [6], [7], after which Luck et al. used an automated
method to detect rhythmic pulsations during therapy sessions
and then related those rhythms to the severity of mental retar-
dation in patients [8]. Streeter et al. expanded on this work,
characterizing the effects of mental illnesses on tempo and
other features extracted from music therapy sessions [9], and
meanwhile Erkkilä et al. developed a music therapy toolbox
(MTTB) to assist clinicians and researchers in their analyses
of improvisational sessions [10]–[13]. The MTTB, however,
relies on autocorrelation to calculate pulse clarity through
onset-curve periodicity, and such an approach struggles to
accommodate irregularities in improvisational performance.

Fig. 1 gives an overview of a piano-based improvisational
music therapy session and a process flow for analyzing data
from such a session. Recently, we (Foubert et al.) manually as-
signed beat timestamps to notes played by a therapist and then
used those timestamps to analyze notes played simultaneously
by the patient, which was both tedious to perform on hours of
musical recordings and was prone to user error [14]. Moreover,
errors in beat assignments have critical consequences; metrical
deviations (MD, i.e., temporal deviation between patient’s note
and the underlying eighth-note beat of the therapist to which
it is closest) of tens of milliseconds can reveal important
insight into disease state. A method for tracking the beats
of music therapy performances and then quantifying MD
both rapidly and accurately could assist therapists in their
psychiatric evaluations, and by extension, could assist patients
undergoing therapy; such a task, however, is non-trivial due to
the inherent irregularity of this type of musical performance.

In previous work [14], we collected and labeled an experi-
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Fig. 1. Overview of music therapy improvisation. A) Schematic of a one-
on-one, piano-based therapy session in which the therapist plays a specific
combination of structured and unstructured accompaniments, and the patient
plays in tandem. B) Example of a MIDI file containing therapist notes –
tracking the instantaneous tempo of the therapist note events is the main focus
of this study. C) Example of a MIDI file containing patient notes – estimated
beat timestamps determined from the therapist track are used to calculate
metrical deviations (MD) between the patient notes and the composition beat.
These MD’s can then be used to infer therapeutic progress [14].

mental dataset during music therapy sessions using a Yamaha
Disklavier MPX70 Piano. This particular piano contains an
array of optical sensors, each monitoring a single key, that
communicate through a USB MIDI interface (Motu Midi
Express 128); we recorded improvisational sessions using
Logic Pro X (Max system) and then exported the resulting
MIDI files [8], [9], [14]. Existing methods to track beats
within MIDI files fall into four main classes: (1) multi-
agent methods, which estimate tempos from beat intervals
and select potential beats from note event sequence using
tempo hypothesis [15], [16] (2) oscillator methods, which
adjust a period and phase to synchronize with a sequence of
events [17] (3) autocorrelation methods, which detect beats by
first converting MIDI information into onset curves and then
applying autocorrelation analysis [8], [18] and (4) probabilistic
methods, which utilize statistical approaches like Monte Carlo
sampling [19], Bayesian frameworks and Kalman filters [20],
or Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [21] to represent temporal
distributions in music pieces. The vast majority of these

methods rely on repeated patterns and regularity, both which
are often missing in improvisational music. Here, we present
an alternate version of a multi-agent algorithm first presented
by Dixon et al. [15] that we have modified to overcome the
challenges presented by musical improvisations and that is
suitable for evaluating MIDI-based music sequences collected
during music therapy sessions.

II. METHODOLOGY

We provide an overview of our algorithm – the Multi-
Agent Improvisation Beat Tracker (MAIBT) – in Fig. 2. The
algorithm accepts MIDI data as input and outputs an estimated
sequence of beat timestamps. We implemented two additional
steps relative to the original algorithm [15] – namely prepro-
cessing and beat insertion and deletion – in order to account
for irregularities in improvisation, and we also modified the
original protocol for calculating agent scores, all of which we
describe in the following subsections.

Fig. 2. Overview of the process flow of the MAIBT, beginning with a MIDI
file as input and resulting in a sequence of quarter note beats.

A. Preprocessing

We introduce a preprocessing step to account for two
forms of irregularity in improvisational recordings: (1) lack
of defined or repetitive melodies (i.e., unpredictability), and
(2) inaccurate timing and playing of notes (i.e., inaccuracy).
Experienced musicians (here, the therapists) tend to play
mistaken or overlapping notes with less velocity than beat-
setting notes. Here, velocity is a quality of a note recorded
in a MIDI file that describes the manner in which it was
played (i.e., forceful playing produces high velocities, delicate
playing produces low velocities). Because we are primarily
concerned with the timestamp of each beat, we can represent
several simultaneous notes as the single note in that group with
highest velocity. To perform this replacement, we evaluate note
velocity within a local window of width w (see Algorithm 1),
and obtain a pruned note sequence for an entire recording
by simply sliding the window over the entire input sequence,
favoring notes based on their velocities. The MIDI input
sequence itself is assumed to consist of N events, the relevant
features of which are collected in the columns of an N × 4
matrix E = [et, ev, ed, es], with et the event onset times
vector, ev the event velocities vector, ed the event durations
vector, and es = ev � ed the event saliences vector (with �
the element-wise product). We assume that the MIDI events in
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E are ordered by increasing event onset times and we denote
the nth element of a vector x by x[n].

Algorithm 1 MAIBT algorithm (Part A)
procedure input N × 4 MIDI event matrix E
procedure output Ñ × 4 pruned event matrix Ẽ

1: procedure PREPROCESSING(E, w)
2: initialize index set Ip = ∅ of events to be kept; n← 1
3: while n ≤ N do
4: for Iw ⊂ {m ≥ n|et[m]− et[n] ≤ w} do
5: Ip ← Ip ∪ arg maxj∈Iw ev[j]

6: Ẽ← E[Ip, :]; Ñ = |Ip|

B. Note Clustering

Following preprocessing, we separate the pruned sequence
into short subsequences, with the number of events, S, in
each subsequence equal to 20. We then generate clusters of
events to determine tempo estimates in each subsection of the
recording. Here, we use “tempo” as shorthand for a beat time
interval (i.e., time per beat), which is the inverse of tempo
as defined in music theory (i.e., beats per time); our units of
tempo are thus seconds. We calculate an inter-onset interval
(IOI) for pairs of note events and limit the search space to the
five subsequent events to improve efficiency. IOIs that have
values within some defined cluster width δ are merged into
one cluster defined by its average IOI (i.e., centroid). Each
cluster is then assigned a score based on the total number of
clusters to which it is related; two clusters are related if their
IOIs are near-integer multiples of one another (see Algorithm
2). The cluster score depends on a piecewise function, f(n),
that takes a value of 6 − n if 1 ≤ n ≤ 4, a value of 0.2 if
5 ≤ n ≤ 8, and 0 otherwise. The average IOI of each cluster
represents an aggregate estimate of the tempo for that cluster,
and the modified scoring system favors tempo estimates with
smaller (rather than larger [15]) values.

C. Agent Initialization and Selection

We initialize each agent with a starting note et[j], tempo
estimate ci and cluster score si calculated during the clustering
step in Section II,B; the agent then predicts the onset time of
each subsequent note based on its assigned tempo. We com-
pare and select agents using a three-scenario scoring protocol
based on multiple thresholds: If (1) the temporal variation
between an agent’s prediction and ground-truth timestamp is
less than some inner tolerance ti, the agent retains the note
and its score is updated accordingly, (2) the variation is larger
than some outer threshold th (upper window) or tl (lower
window), the agent rejects the note, does not update its score,
and continues on to the following note(s) until its temporal
variation exceeds some timeout value, or (3) the variation falls
between the inner and outer thresholds, the beat is accepted
and score is accumulated, but we create a new identical agent
that rejects this note to avoid including a false beat. In case
1, we adjust the agent’s predicted instantaneous tempo aT (r)
depending on the error relative to ground truth (Algorithm 3,

Algorithm 2 MAIBT algorithm (Part B)

procedure input Ñ × 4 pruned MIDI events matrix Ẽ
procedure output Q IOI clusters Ci, cluster scores si,

cardinalities ki and centroids ci
1: procedure NOTECLUSTERING(Ẽ, δ)
2: initialize first cluster: c1 ← et[2]− et[1];C1 ← {c1}
3: initialize number of clusters Q← 1
4: for n← 1, Ñ ;m← 1, 5 do
5: ∆et(n,m) = et[n+m]− et[n]
6: i = arg minj |∆et(n,m)− cj |
7: if |∆et(n,m)− ci| < δ then
8: Ci ← Ci ∪ {∆et(n,m)}; ki ← ki + 1
9: ci ← ((ki − 1)ci + ∆et(n,m)) /ki

10: else
11: create new cluster Cq ← {∆et(n,m)}
12: kq ← 1; cq ← ∆et(n,m);Q← Q+ 1

13: for i← 1, Q do si ← 0; for q ← 1, Q;n← 1, 8 do
14: if |ci − ncq| < δ then si ← si + f(n)kq

Line 11). We compare tempo sequences across all agents and
return the agent with highest score.

Algorithm 3 MAIBT algorithm (Part C)
procedure input Q clusters Ci, scores si, centroids ci
procedure output estimated note sequence at, tempo aT

1: procedure AGENTSELECT(Ci, si, ci, ti, tl, th, α, γ, S)
2: for i← 1, Q; j ← 1, S do
3: k, l← 1; initialize (i, j, k)th agent (r = [i, j, k]):
4: sequence a

(r)
t ←

[
et[j]

]
5: tempo aT (r)← ci
6: score as(r)← si
7: prediction ât(r, l)← a

(r)
t [l] + aT (r)

8: while ât(r, l) ≤ et[Ñ ] do
9: p← arg minq |ât(r, l)− et[q]|

10: if −tl ≤ ât(r, l)− et[p] ≤ th then
11: aT (r)← aT (r) + (ât(r, l)− et[p])/γ
12: ∆t(r, l)← |ât(r, l)− et[p]|/(tl + th)

13: a
(r)
t ←

[
a
(r)
t , ât(r, l)

]
14: as(r)← as(r) + si +α

(
1−∆t(r, l)

)
es[p]

15: if |ât(r, l)− et[p]| ≥ ti then
16: create duplicate agent with k ← k + 1,

not including ât(r, l), and update this agent in parallel
17: update prediction: ât(r, l)← ât(r, l) + aT (r)
18: l← l + 1

19: ρ = arg maxr as(r);at = a
(ρ)
t ; aT = aT (ρ)

D. Beat insertion and deletion

The agent with the highest score will have retained more
important notes in the original sequence than any other agent,
but may still lack beat timestamps due to long gaps or mistakes
in the improvisation, or may have retained unimportant or
misplaced notes. Consequently, we insert and delete beats to
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Algorithm 4 MAIBT algorithm (Part D)
procedure input estimated note sequence at, tempo aT
procedure output comprehensive note sequence ct

1: procedure BEATINSERTIONDELETION(at, aT )
2: while aT < 0.5 s (fast) or 0.7 s (slow) do aT ← 2aT
3: for i← 1, length(at) do n← d(at[i+ 1]−at[i])/aT c
4: if n− 0.2 ≤ at[i+ 1]− at[i] ≤ n+ 0.2 then
5: for m← 1, n− 1 do
6: ct ← [ct,at[i] + (m/n)(at[i+ 1]− at[i])]

7: ct ← [ct,at[i+ 1]]
8: else
9: for m← 1, n do ct ← [ct,at[i] +maT ]

create a comprehensive sequence, as shown graphically in Fig.
3, which is critical to calculate all MDs in the patient track
in later analyses. In the agent selection step, we favor the
agent with the highest score, but we cannot know whether the
tempo of this agent stems from quarter note intervals, eighth
note intervals, or intervals of other note multiples. Therefore,
we define a quarter note interval threshold to convert the
agent’s tempo into a quarter note interval. If the estimated
tempo is smaller than the threshold, it is doubled until it
exceeds the threshold. In this work, we set the threshold to
be 0.5s (120 BPM) for fast improvisations and 0.7s (85 BPM)
for slow improvisations. After tempo conversion, we can use
the estimated tempo to construct a tolerance window and
subsequently prune the beat sequence. Beats are either inserted
at equally spaced intervals between two accepted timestamps
(Algorithm 4, Line 6), or at intervals that correspond to the
agent’s aggregate tempo value, aT (Algorithm 4, Line 9). This
insertion strategy reduces error accumulation due to inaccurate
tempo estimation and thus can self correct.

Fig. 3. Overview of the processing protocol, including preprocessing, and
insertion and deletion of notes. Highlighted regions of the upper MIDI
sequence correspond to different processing steps, and the lower sequence
displays notes inserted and beats estimated during the process.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We evaluate our approach using two complementary met-
rics; namely, phase and period accuracy. We developed and
tested MAIBT on MIDI data collected as described in [14]
and Fig. 1, and compare our results with the original multi-
agent beat tracking algorithm [15] as well as a more recent
HMM-based approach [21].

A. Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the performance of MAIBT, we first calculate
the phase and period error, which are defined in detail by
Pardo et al. [17]. Briefly, given a ground truth sequence of
timestamps g and an estimated sequence b of timestamps,
and pairing each ground truth timestamp gi with its nearest
estimate bj , the phase error is defined as:

φi =
|bj − gi|
gi+1 − gi

(1)

and the period error is defined as:

τi = |log2
bj+1 − bj
gi+1 − gi

| (2)

If bj is the last timestamp in b, then bj − bj−1 is used as the
numerator in the period error calculation. Note that the phase
error is calculated in reference to the nearest beat, which in
turn only reveals the temporal difference between one estimate
and one ground truth; a small phase error is not necessarily
indicative of accurate timing in the entire piece. To evaluate the
overall performance accurately, we must also take the period
error into account.

Phase and period errors, from a single note perspective, are
relatively independent. An accuracy term for each of these
metrics can be obtained by applying exponential normalization
across all notes:

acc =

∑n
i=1 e

− error2

s2

(n+m)/2
(3)

where n and m are the length of g and b, respectively, and
error is either the phase error as defined in Equation 1 or
the period error as defined in Equation 2. Accuracy ranges
from 0 to 1 and is equal to 1 only when the estimation b
matches exactly with ground truth, g. Here, we introduce a
new parameter, s, in the normalization to implement a desired
resolution or tolerance of beat time and tempo. Larger values
of s minimize the penalty for error, and thus lead to higher
overall accuracy results than smaller values of s. In addition
to s, we mention other hyperparameters in Section II, and
summarize their values and interpretation in Table I.

B. Comparison with State of the Art

We compare the performance of MAIBT with the original
multi-agent beat tracking algorithm [15] and an HMM-based
method [21], first using period and phase accuracy, and then
using other commonly employed metrics like Cemgil [20],
P-score [22], and continuity-based evaluation [23], [24] and
provide the results in Table II. MAIBT outperforms the other
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TABLE I
VALUE AND INTERPRETATION OF HYPERPARAMETERS

Symbol Value Unit Interpretation
w 250 ms filter window width for preprocessing
δ 80 ms cluster width, desired resolution of tempo
ti 50 ms inner tolerance window width
th 100 ms upper tolerance window width
tl 80 ms lower tolerance window width
α 5 - balance factor for tempo score and salience
γ 10 - tempo correction factor
s 0.1 - resolution of phase and period errors

two beat tracking methods for improvisational recordings
across all metrics. The original multi-agent method (Dixon
MA) occasionally estimates accurate beat timestamps and thus
performs reasonably on metrics that emphasize phase deviation
(phase accuracy, Cemgil and P-score). However, Dixon MA
struggles to account for inconsistent tempos and thus scores
poorly on period-based metrics (period accuracy and continu-
ities). The HMM-based method achieves comparable scores to
MAIBT when the metrical level is taken into account (AMLc,
AMLt) but like Dixon MA, is not designed to handle variable
tempos found in improvisational recordings and, accordingly,
scores poorly on period-based metrics.

TABLE II
BEAT TRACKING PERFORMANCE

Metrics MAIBT HMM [21] Dixon MA [15]
Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std.

Period acc 0.7931 0.1682 0.4562 0.3985 0.2499 0.1908
Phase acc 0.7506 0.2489 0.6379 0.1711 0.5849 0.1328

Cemgil 0.7207 0.2587 0.5981 0.1817 0.5790 0.1300
P-score 0.7625 0.2583 0.6383 0.2055 0.4983 0.1575
CMLc 0.6191 0.3393 0.3352 0.3445 0.3284 0.0219
CMLt 0.7312 0.2684 0.4529 0.3869 0.1742 0.1535
AMLc 0.6807 0.2985 0.5987 0.3076 0.0520 0.0202
AMLt 0.7884 0.1918 0.7337 0.2137 0.3487 0.1679

Average 0.7308 0.2540 0.5563 0.2762 0.3519 0.1218

IV. CONCLUSION

We developed the MAIBT algorithm using a dataset col-
lected during music therapy sessions; this algorithm performed
better than both the original multi-agent method and a state-
of-the-art beat tracking method across multiple evaluation
metrics for improvisational music. Future optimization of the
algorithm will focus on reducing dependencies on predefined
hyperparameters, and on applying statistical methods to ana-
lyze beat tracking results. Furthermore, we implemented two
quarter note interval thresholds specific to the experimental
protocol of the music therapy sessions; an advanced, fully
automated iteration of the algorithm may infer the correct-
ness of various estimated tempos through intermediate results
like number of insertions and deletions, and then adjust
the thresholds accordingly. The MAIBT enables rapid and
accurate analyses of music therapy sessions; after processing
the therapist track, estimated beat timestamps can be easily
applied to assess the patient track, as shown in Fig. 1-C,
after which MDs can be analyzed using statistical methods
to develop diagnostic models and infer disease state.
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